Abstract. For the end effect produced in the decomposition process of empirical mode decomposition (EMD), based on the analysis on the subsistent method of the wave matching, a new improved method of empirical mode decomposition is founded using a new cut off condition during the process of the decomposition. Through the analysis on the signal produced by the experiment with the crack fault simulation, the results indicate that the method keeps the change trend of the signal at the endpoint preferably, and the characteristic components of the gear have been decomposed effectively.
Introduction
As a direct aim at data, adaptive and needless to foreordained decomposition basis method which can analyze nonlinear non-stationary signal, after be created by Norden E. Huang in 1998, empirical mode decomposition（EMD） has been widely used in machine system fault diagnosis. But the problem of boundary distortion is the most difficult point in empirical mode decomposition. Especially for complicate signal which contains multi-components, EMD will magnify the fringe effect and seriously submerge the end feature of signal because it needs repeatedly interpolation.
This article used a new improved method to empirical mode decomposition based on wave matching, combining the analysis of amplitude spectrum, after the analysis on the simulation signal, proved the rationality of the method. Moreover, we used the signal from gearbox fault test-bed as the simulation model, through the analysis of amplitude spectrum on IMF components, verified the rationality of the method in this article when it used in practice signal processing.
The calculate of wave prolongation degree
The foundation of the restraining end effect method based on the thought of wave matching is the signal wave match tracing. Its basal thought is find the most similar wave in the signal to match the wave at the end part and prolong the data, then some local extreme point outside the sampling interval can be gained. The end effect will be released to prolongation area when using EMD decomposes the new data. Afterward cutting off the prolongation part, we can get the exact decomposition from original signal.
The calculation of wave matching degree includes the following processes: 1. Suppose the left endpoint of signal s(t) is k0, let k0 be the origination, choose a curve s1(t) rightwards, make sure the curve contains at least one local maximum point, one local minimum point and one zero-crossing point, the length is l0;
2. In the signal s(t), choose a curve s2(t) rightwards from the right endpoint of curve s1(t), let curve s2(t) has the same length with curve s1(t). Suppose P1(t1,u1) and P2(t2,u2) are two points in curve s1(t) and s2(t) separately. Translate s1(t), make the point P1 and P2 curve s2(t) coincide. This is a process for two waves align in the coordinate axis according to a reference point, as shown in Fig.1 ;
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Fig.l Schematic diagram of the waveform matching process 3. After the alignment, namely the new wave is s'1(t) after Translate s1(t). According to the following formula, we can calculate the match degree of s1(t) and s2(t) aim at reference point P1 (or P2):
, N is the length of sequence
The calculation of improved adaptive wave prolongation
Fig. 2 Analysis on waveform characteristics and the correspond ing extension method The prolongation wave must fit the change tendency of original signal in the endpoint. So the definition of the changing tendency is the key of prolongation. According to analyze the feature of signal, we know that no matter the signal is periodic or not, if we choose a wavelet in the signal which is similar to the endpoint to prolongate the fringe of the wave, the change tendency of original signal can be protect mostly, so the end effect can be restricted. Even if the wavelet similar to the endpoint can not be found, through calculating the local data in the fringe, we are able to gain the ideal processing result. Based on the above theory and the method to calculate the match degree, according to analyze the feature of signal, the relevant method to wave prolongation (take left endpoint prolongation for example) respectively are:
1. If the wave of signal is periodic, and the characteristic of symmetry is distinctness, as shown in Fig. 2(1.a) , in this kind of signal, the match wave for endpoint can be found easily, the signal wave between match wave and endpoint wave is shown in Fig. 2(1.b) . After wave translation, the matched wave in the endpoint can be gained, just as the dashed line in Fig. 2(1.b) .
2. When the symmetry characteristic of the wave is not distinctness or the wave has not symmetry characteristic, but it has dissymmetry characteristic, the wave can be considered as periodic signal or a part of periodic signal, as shown in Fig. 2(2.a) . We can see from the figure, in the interior of the signal wave, it is hard to find the ideal matching wave for the endpoint, but it is easy to find the enantiomorphous matching wave, as shown in Fig. 2(2.b) . The matching wave in the right endpoint can be considered as the prolongation wave for the endpoint, just as the dashed line in Fig. 2(2.b) .
3. If the signal wave is non-periodic, but the wave that can match the endpoint wave can be found in the interior of the signal, we can define the prolongation wave through the above two methods.
4. If the signal wave is non-periodic, and the wave that can match the endpoint wave can not be found in the interior of the signal, as shown in Fig. 2(3.a) . We can process the signal endpoint by appointing the maximum point and the minimum point. The following methods often are used: regard the value of the endpoint as the maximum point or the minimum point directly; regard the maximum and the minimum nearby the endpoint of the signal as the maximum and the minimum of the endpoint; regard the mean value of the two contiguous maximums in the leftmost point of signal as the maximum of the left endpoint, regard the mean value of the two contiguous minimums in the leftmost point of signal as the minimum of the left endpoint etc. During the practical application, in order to avoid the case that the envelope annexes the wave curve, it is necessary to combine various methods. Meanwhile, we should consider the calculation efficiency of the signal decomposition.
Measured vibration signal analyze
In order to prove the rationality of the endpoint prolongation wave method, we design the gear crack fault vibration testing on the simulated gear fault test bench.The gear box for experiment is single-stage transformation, the small gear is the drive gear, the big gear is the driven gear and it is the fault gear, the transformation ratio is 75/55. The experiment gain the vibration signal through acceleration sensor, sampling frequency is 5k HZ; the sampling size is 20480 points. We use the first 5120 sampling points of the signal for researching. Analyze the gear crack fault signal through the improved method of endpoint processing, the empirical mode decomposition result is shown in Fig.4(a) .we can see from the graphic, 9 IMFs appeared after empirical mode decomposition. If we analyze the fault singal through Rilling EMD method, the empirical mode decomposition result is shown in Fig.4(b) , and 12 IMFs appeared after empirical mode decomposition, the remainder IMF is nearly zero.
(a) using the improved EMD method (b) using the Rilling EMD method Fig. 4 Analysis on the decomposition result of the simulation fault signal Analyze the IMFs getting from the improved EMD method, the amplitude of spectral peak frequency of the sixth IMF components(as shown in Fig. 4(a) ) is 10 Hz, that is corresponding to the rotation frequency of the system. And the peak frequency of the second IMF(as shown in Fig. 5(a) ) is 550 Hz and 600 Hz, the 550 Hz is corresponding to the meshing frequency of the system,and the 600 Hz corresponding to the "ghostline" frequency caused by the machining error. Fig. 4(b) ) getting from the Rilling EMD method, we can find the peak frequency at 10Hz in the amplitude of the eighth IMF components(as shown in Fig. 5(b) ), but this peak is not the maximum peak in the frequency range of 10~20Hz, so we can not get the rotation frequency feature. We can find the peak frequency at 550 Hz in the second IMF,but this peak is much lower than the "ghostline" frequency, so the feature frequency is hard to recognize. In the amplitude of the third IMF, the peak frequency at 550 Hz is inundated by other peaks.
Conclusion
This article found a new improved method of empirical mode decomposition.Compare with the Rilling EMD method ,the proposed method can decompose the characteristic components of the gear system, and it has the high precision and computational efficiency.
